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Notes on Scorekeeping 101 
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1.  Wheatland #4 scores three points (1,2,3) before losing the rally.  
2.  Douglas,  loss of rally point (1). 

a.  Wheatland Libero #5 enters in the replacement zone, #4 leaves in the replacement zone. 
b.  Douglas #3 serves and loses the rally. 

3.  Wheatland, loss of rally point (4), #6 serves and scores three points (5,6,7). 
a.  Douglas substitutes #6 for #4. 
b.  Wheatland #6 scores one more point (8),  before they lose the rally. 

4.  Douglas, loss of rally point (2), #6 serves and scores three points (3,4,5). 
a.  Wheatland calls Timeout. 

(Show Libero Tracker) 
b.  Douglas #6 scores three points (6,7,8) then loses the rally. 

5.  Wheatland, loss of rally point (9), #7 serves and scores four points (10,11,12,13) before losing the rally. 
6.  Douglas, loss of rally point (9).   

a.  Douglas Libero #15 enters in the replacement zone, #9 leaves in the replacement zone. 
b.  Douglas Libero #15 scores two points (10,11) then loses the rally. 

(Show Libero Tracker) 
7.  Wheatland, loss of rally point (14). 

a.  Wheatland Libero #5 leaves in the replacement zone, #4 enters in the replacement zone. 
b.  Wheatland subs in #2 for #9. 
c.  Wheatland #11 scores four points (15,16,17,18)  then loses the rally. 

(Show Libero Tracker) 
8.  Douglas, loss of rally point (12), #5 serves and  scores two points (13,14) then loses rally. 
9.  Wheatland, loss of rally point (19), #12 serves and scores one point (20) and then loses the rally. 
10.  Douglas, loss of rally point (15), #11 serves and loses the rally. 
11.  Wheatland, loss of rally point (21). 

a.  Douglas subs in # 7 for #11. 
b.  Wheatland #2 serves and scores one point (22). 
c.  Douglas call for a Timeout. 
d.  Wheatland #2 scores one point (23) and loses the rally. 

12.  Douglas, loss of rally point (16).   
a.  Douglas Libero #15 leaves in the replacement zone, #9 enters in the replacement zone.   
b.  Douglas #8 serves and scores one point  (17) and loses the rally. 
c.  Douglas Libero #15 enters in the replacement zone, #7 leaves in the replacement zone. 

(Show Libero Tracker) 
13.  Wheatland, loss of rally point (24), #4 serves and scores one point to win the set. 
14.  Scorekeeper records the final score and asks the R1 or R2 to verify the final score and initialize. 
 
 
 

 


